CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Managed Review

As a trusted partner, Precision couples
expertise in discovery with creativity in
software design to build solutions for
client success.

Precision Managed Review saves our client 75% in review costs
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our client faced the nearly impossible task of completing
a discovery project from collection through review and
production in just four days – including a holiday weekend.
With 100,000 documents to review, our Managed Review
team quickly assessed our client’s needs and designed a

A better, more proactive approach to discovery.

review process that seamlessly merged managed review
experience with analytics technology. Through our
proactive and intelligent approach, the client achieved
an efficient and defensible review, and saved over 75% in
review costs.
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The Challenge
Our client had an unexpected change in scope of
document review – 175% over the client’s initial estimate.
After collection and processing, the client had expected
search terms to eliminate a majority of documents from
their review. However, with only four days left to review
and produce, the searches actually returned over 100,000
documents. Complicating matters, the production
deadline occurred over a national holiday weekend – and
the budget remained the same.

We believe that e-discovery can be
better. We are committed to providing a
comprehensive solution for our clients that
fit their legal and business needs.

We also stand behind our approach. In this matter, we
used statistical sampling to validate the results of both the
workflow and technology applied, and provided detailed
affidavits that documented the entire process from
collection through processing, review and production.

The Results
Our intelligent review planning process reduced the
amount of documents requiring human review by over
75%, and our client met the deadline.
Our “start small” approach begins with an experienced
team armed with powerful tools, and new reviewers are
added as needed and trained on a project’s workflow.
This approach saves our clients time and money by
maximizing the output of every review hour billed.

Jerry Barbanel, President and CEO

The Issue
Clients are often challenged with the unexpected:
increased data sizes, production deadlines, budget
constraints and collection issues. When faced with these
variables, traditional review practices typically fall back
on brute force for document review by “peopling up.” But
this reactive approach is inefficient, expensive and often
inadequate in a dynamic litigation. Instead, we take a more
proactive approach.

The Precision Solution
We always begin by working with counsel to understand
the project goals and case. Here, Precision’s Managed
Review team quickly determined the requirements and
designed an approach combining attorney reviewers
and technology, including email analytics, conversation
threading and near de-duplication tools to amplify the
review effort and increase efficiency and accuracy at scale.

A better, more proactive approach to discovery.
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